Primary reactions of bacteriophytochrome observed with ultrafast mid-infrared spectroscopy.
Phytochromes are red-light photoreceptor proteins that regulate a variety of responses and cellular processes in plants, bacteria, and fungi. The phytochrome light activation mechanism involves isomerization around the C(15)═C(16) double bond of an open-chain tetrapyrrole chromophore, resulting in a flip of its D-ring. In an important recent development, bacteriophytochrome (Bph) has been engineered for use as a fluorescent marker in mammalian tissues. Bphs covalently bind a biliverdin (BV) chromophore, naturally abundant in mammalian cells. Here, we report an ultrafast time-resolved mid-infrared spectroscopic study on the Pr state of two highly related Bphs from Rps. palustris , RpBphP2 (P2) and RpBphP3 (P3) with distinct photoconversion and fluorescence properties. We observed that the BV excited state of P2 decays in 58 ps, while the BV excited state of P3 decays in 362 ps. By combining ultrafast mid-IR spectroscopy with FTIR spectroscopy on P2 and P3 wild type and mutant proteins, we demonstrate that the hydrogen bond strength at the ring D carbonyl of the BV chromophore is significantly stronger in P3 as compared to P2. This result is consistent with the X-ray structures of Bph, which indicate one hydrogen bond from a conserved histidine to the BV ring D carbonyl for classical bacteriophytochromes such as P2, and one or two additional hydrogen bonds from a serine and a lysine side chain to the BV ring D carbonyl for P3. We conclude that the hydrogen-bond strength at BV ring D is a key determinant of excited-state lifetime and fluorescence quantum yield. Excited-state decay is followed by the formation of a primary intermediate that does not decay on the nanosecond time scale of the experiment, which shows a narrow absorption band at ∼1540 cm(-1). Possible origins of this product band are discussed. This work may aid in rational structure- and mechanism-based conversion of BPh into an efficient near-IR fluorescent marker.